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Structure of presentation
• Snakes and ladders
• Zone of exclusion: Dropping out of school (CREATE) (2007)
• Zones of exclusion: Doctoral studies (Samuel, 2018)
• Shifting positionalities in the doctoral learning process
• Characteristics of a doctoral study
• An excerpt
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ZONES OF EXCLUSION: Dropping out of school

Before commencement
Review of
entry
0
Selection criteria:
entry grades.
Candidature statement
(readiness)
Passing pre-doctoral
(taught) programme

Masters attributes: (same institution/different/ foreign)
Exploratory meetings with Supervisor/s
Language of instruction
Scope understood after first engagement
Lack of vision/purpose
Proposal…newer proposals
Under-developed advanced reading skills
Managing (time): work-life balances (part time)

In the beginning
After initial
1
entry
Access is
denied

Repeated registration; no progress.
Deadlines/ supervision sessions not met.
Fear of exposure
Deferral: mismatch of Supervisor-supervisee

2

During study
3
At risk students
(silent exclusion)

4

Crossing
thresholds

ZONES OF EXCLUSION
IN DOCTORAL STUIDES

Phases: Design defence refinement of instruments
 access to field ethical clearance
Feasibility/scope over-estimated
Theoretical paradigm: inappropriate changes
Roles: Advocatory (practitioner) researcher (philosophical)

Near end of study

Holding on…
Overwhelmed by enormity of data
Limited networking Active final drop out
Limited peer support
Under-estimated time
for data analysis
Unsure of post-doctorate career trajectory
Preparation for examination (viva)
Samuel, MA (2018). Chapter 2 Entry attributes of doctoral students:
Dealing with examiners’ comments
Managing transitions.
Developing independence from Supervisors
In Du Preez, P, Simmonds S and Bitzer, E (eds). A scholarship of doctoral
education: On becoming a researcher. Stellenbosch: SUN MeDia.
Transiting from academia work
Doctorate as a personal good social good
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Disengagement, non-participation
Inability to develop coherence to final
report
Descriptive analytical
Cannot let go of irrelevant elements
Limited autonomous VOICE

Decision not to complete
6
Inadequate foretaste of
world to come
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Shifting positionalities in the
doctoral learning process

philosophy
PHILOSOPHER

methodology

THEORETICIAN
phenomenon

PRACTITIONER

RESEARCHER

Analyse the field work

Data production
Positionality from present
space
1

3
2

Abstracting insights
into the
phenomenon
4

Characteristics of a doctoral study
• Straightforward: proposal  field
report
• Ordered, “Structured”
• Linear, Rationale
• Sanitised, organised…
• Planned, Focused
• Resources will be available
• Participants will be co-operative…
• Supervisors will be
supportive….developmental
• The administrative systems will work
efficiently…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Messy
We plan…
Entangled
and plan again
Complex
Fluid
Dynamic
Changing
Contradictory
Resources (time, space, finances) will
be limited…unavailable
• Participants will resist
• Supervisors will not necessarily be
considered supportive

Doctoral
research is
beautiful

Life is
beautiful…

Excerpt
• The journey is unlikely to be a smooth trajectory of only successes.
• However, this guidebook is allowing you, the reader to make decisions about how
to negotiate the process of learning to become a researcher.
• This is both a practical and an epistemological project; it is also simultaneously a
personal journey of commitment as well as a way of asserting one’s political
identity as a contributor of relevant and appropriate knowledge for situated
contexts.
• This does not mean that doctoralness is about promoting narrow essentialist
dichotomies of separations between “us“ (the ascendant definers of a truth) from
“them” (the marginalised relegated).
• We live in an interconnected world where domains of disciplines, fields, bodies of
knowledge, methodologies are linked to specific historical trajectories, but are
mutating and interactively influencing complex relationships with alternative
interpretations.
• Academic knowledge-making is not a neutral terrain and the doctoral candidate is
being asked to engage with the finding of voice, their own amongst the existing
cacophony of possibilities. Doctoralness is thus, about finding voice.

Zones of exclusion in doctoral
studies
Progressive disengagement (Zone 0 –Zone 8) (overallping, not discrete)
Samuel, MA (2018). Chapter 2 Entry attributes of doctoral students: Managing transitions. In Du Preez, P, Simmonds S and Bitzer, E (eds). A
scholarship of doctoral education: On becoming a researcher. Stellenbosch: SUN MeDia.
ISBN 978-1-928357-92-6 https://doi.org/10.18820/9781928357933

Before commencement of doctoral studies
• ZONE 0: precedes enrolment in doctoral study;
• review of masters qualifications (content/discipline)

• [same institution/different institution/ foreign qualifications-SAQA approval]

• Initial exploratory meetings with potential supervisors: exploratory alignment with
supervisors/disciplines/schools/capacity of unit
• Language of instruction of host institution
• ZONE 1: access is denied
• Minimum cut off grades of Masters qualification
• Presentation of candidature proposal/statement
• Initial (institutional) view of graduate competences to sustain doctoral work
• (Gatekeeping/exclusionary institutional practices)

• Prior qualifications alone are inadequate
• Pre-doctoral (taught ) programme: sifting process

ZONE 2: After initial entry
• Scope of doctoral studies only understood after initial engagement
• Lack of purpose /vision for doing a doctoral study (compliance)
• Repeated revising of proposals…redirections of topics
• Under-developed advanced reading or writing skills to conduct
Literature Review or write research proposal
• Dealing with studies part time (work/life balances): including
(electronic) access to library; time management

ZONE 3: At risk students (silent exclusion)
• Repeated re-registration with no progress towards targeted goals
• Lack of supervisory contact engagement
• Deadlines not met/ not submitted
• Does not attend cohort seminar sessions
• Fear of exposure of self to supervisors/peers: “exclusion by non
participation”
• Mismatch between student and supervisors: teaching and learning
styles
• (Deferral of studies/suspension of studies): “Silent –self exclusionary
practices): difficulty to regain momentum

Zone 4: Crossing thresholds (from one phase to
another)

• Form design exploration proposal defence fieldwork
• Research proposal defences refinements of instruments gaining access
into the field ethical clearance applications
• Matters of the feasability/scope/scale of project /fieldwork being made
more evident: rethinking methodological approach
• As further reading is undertaken, realisation that the original theoretical
lens/paradigmatic orientation is inappropriate
• Shifting away from practitioner (advocatory) researcher identities
(theoretical development)
• Power dynamics with field participants/context
• Losing enthusiasm for the study

Zone 5: Active final drop out
• Recognition that the end is near, but holding on…
• Are legally/financially contracted to continue studies (e.g.,
professional requirements)
• Overwhelmed by the enormity of data produced
• Harnessing personal, emotional, intellectual, academic resources
• Limited networking/support with peers/critical readers
• Time /commitment to data analysis task is under-estimated

Zone 6: Decision not to complete formal
studies
• (Remain in school, but do not engage pedagogically) [disengagement]
[extended non-participation]
• Inability to cohere all the separate parts of the thesis into a coherent
whole
• Unable to transcend beyond the descriptive  analytical/theoretical
levels (“doctorateness”)
• Unable to edit out irrelevant elements which have been part of the
original study in order to produce a thesis (holding onto elements)
• Inability to develop an autonomous academic researcher VOICE

ZONE 7: Inadequate foretaste of the world to
come (beyond the study)
• Inability to predict post-doctoral career trajectories: seeing no
prospective future
• Preparing for doctoral examination; oral viva
• Inability to deal with examiners’ comments: refusal to acknowledge
critique
• Developing independence from supervisors’ worldviews
• Shifting from the world of academia world of work
• Seeing the doctoral study as not a “personal good” (honorifics)
social good” (societal value)

